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Latin isn't dead, you know. About a quarter of the world's population speak it now as their 

native language. But it has changed its name. Some 320 million people now call their native 

Latin 'Spanish'. Over 200 million call it 'Portuguese'. Others call it 'French', 'Italian', 

'Roumanian', 'Catalan', 'Occitan' (in Provence), 'Sardinian', or 'Rhaeto-Romansch' (in 

Switzerland). The Italians are sensible enough to call all these languages collectively the 

'NeoLatin languages' (lingue neolatine). The English call them the 'Romance' languages. 

These changes of name are confusing, and many people have been misled into thinking that 

there is an essential difference between ancient Latin and its modern forms; but there is 

not. The only difference is chronological. Modern Greek is Ancient Greek, only later. Modern 

English is Anglo-Saxon, only later. Spanish, Portuguese, French, Italian, Roumanian, Catalan, 

Occitan, Sardinian and Rhaeto-Romansch are Latin, only later. 

 

There is nothing mysterious about this. All languages change over time. This seems to be 

unavoidable. Think how strange a newsreel of the 1950s sounds to us now. It seems 

inevitable also that languages change in different ways in different places. Italian, 

Roumanian and Portuguese (etc) are not only different from Latin, they are different from 

each other as well; the types of English spoken in Jamaica, Detroit, Stornoway, Karachi and 

Melbourne are different from each other. The differentiation of the 'Romance' languages, 

however, has been going on for longer than that of English outside England, and it is by now 

reasonable to consider them as separate. 

 

Yes, all spoken languages are changing all the time. Even the Latin of the Roman Empire. 

Latin was the ordinary spoken language of everybody there. This is hard to imagine now, 

since for well over a thousand years the Latin of Ancient Rome has not been anyone's 

colloquial native language (not even in the Vatican), and anyone anywhere who knows any 

'Latin' has had to learn it laboriously from books. But Latin was once an everyday spoken 

language, and, being alive, it was changing in time; and also varying in space. 

 

Varieties of Latin 

 

For the Roman civilization and its language was already ancient and sophisticated by the 

time it spread out of Italy. Great social, geographical and stylistic variety always exists in 

such languages. Given the presence of other forms of Italic speech related to Latin, there 



was wide variety even in Italy. The soldiers and settlers then brought this linguistic 

complexity with them to other parts of the world. There they met speakers of other 

languages entirely, such as Celtic or Basque. Many of these learnt Latin without losing their 

native tongue; there thus arose wide areas of bilingualism, in which it seems likely that 

linguistic habits of these other languages carried over into their speakers' usage of Latin – 

even, perhaps, after that first language had been dropped by them, in the same way as 

traces of Welsh survive in the English spoken in Wales even by non-Welsh-speakers. 

 

As Modern English (and Modern French and Modern Spanish) covers an enormous 

geographical area today, so did spoken Latin by the end of the Empire; and there was 

everywhere a wide variety of alternatives, in vocabulary, grammatical constructions, and 

pronunciations. It was one language still, though. Despite the differences, speakers from 

different places could, as in Modern English, – with a little practice, at least – understand 

each other. The Modern English-speaking community is, in its variability, probably quite like 

the Latin-speaking community of the sixth century or so A.D. 

 

The Roman Empire ended as a political unit in the 5th century. The Eastern part of the 

Empire, based on Constantinople, became largely Greek-speaking. Some areas of the 

Western Empire lost their spoken Latin quite soon: the British Isles, the Low Countries, and, 

after the Moslem expansion of the seventh century, the African shores of the 

Mediterranean. Elsewhere, the Empire may have gone, but the people and the language 

were still there; and in general, despite the increasing differences, it looks as though the 

spoken Latin (Early Romance) of all areas was generally mutually intelligible until the eighth 

or ninth centuries. It only makes much sense for modern scholars to talk about Old French, 

Old Spanish, Old Italian, etc, as separate units, after about 800 A.D. 

 

Rules of writing 

 

Any spoken language spontaneously develops and geographically diverges. But the written 

form of any language does not. Nobody writes if they haven't learnt how to. Writing is 

taught and learnt as a separate artificial accomplishment. It has rules. And the rules don't 

change until somebody consciously changes them. English rules haven't changed since the 

fifteenth century; as a result, for example, my own surname contains now three 'silent' 

letters which originally represented sounds. The spelling rules laid down for Latin (B.C.) 

never changed. But the pronunciation did. So, eventually words could have a pronunciation 

very different from their spelling. E.g. in eighth-century Northern France, VIRIDIARIUM, 

originally six syllables, was pronounced with two: Old French vergier. 

 

But spelling was not the only difficult thing to be learnt. After the fourth century, the writing 

rules included the instructions for noun-endings, elaborated in loving technicolour in the Ars 

Minor of Aelius Donatus, which became the standard writing textbook for centuries. So 



although in seventh-century Spain, for example, only the accusative forms of nouns were 

used at all in speech, the other cases turned up in writing. Compare the situation in Modern 

France: aiment is always a monosyllable, always spelt with an -ent which is never 

pronounced. In fifth- to eleventh-century Spain, written montibus corresponded to a spoken 

[montes). 

 

Spoken Latin 

 

So how do we know what spoken Latin was like? Is there any evidence at all for what I have 

been saying so far? Well, yes, actually, there is. We can deduce details of pronunciation, and 

sometimes of case usage, from writing mistakes in inscriptions, or in the obscene graffiti 

found on the walls of Pompeii (datable precisely to 79 A.D.); and occasionally from 

grammarians, although they hardly ever mention speech, and tend not to be intelligible 

when they do. In practice most evidence comes by 'reconstructing' backwards from the 

evidence of the subsequent evolved Romance languages, in the same way as the Indo-

European of 3000 B.C. has been 'reconstructed' backwards from the Latin, Greek, Celtic, 

Germanic, Hittite, Sanskrit, etc, that evolved from it. 

 

In general, it seems probable that the features that all Romance languages now share were 

already there in the spoken Latin of the eighth century, before the different areas began 

definitively to diverge. Thus late spoken Latin almost certainly had: a normal verb-object 

word order rather than the Classical object-verb; the use of prepositions instead of noun 

cases (e.g. de rather than a genitive ending); no neuter nouns; no one-word passive verb-

forms; perfect tenses with HABEO (Fr. j'ai fait, Sp. he hecho, It. ho fatto, etc, all from HABEO 

FACTUM); also, future and 'conditional' tenses with HABEO (It. farà < FACERE HABET and 

farebbe < FACERE HABEBAT); a sibilant pronunciation of what was earlier [ke] (CAELUM > 

Old Fr. ciel and Old Sp. cielo with a [ts] sound, and with a 'ch' sound in Italy); and so on. 

 

Writing Romance 

 

These developments in speech had already happened long before the Romance languages 

turn up in written form. 'Written Romance' was an indirect consequence of internal reforms 

carried out in Charlemagne's Empire (c. 800 A.D.). Charlemagne hired an Englishman, Alcuin 

of York, to reform the Church education system. Alcuin was not a native speaker of Early 

Romance, and had learnt to read and speak it as a foreign language; he gave a sound to 

every written letter, including many that native-speakers regarded as 'silent'. Being English, 

he naturally assumed that his way was right; and eventually – for reading texts aloud in 

Church, at least – the English method came to be adopted throughout the Carolingian area 

(France, Catalonia, much of Northern Italy, South-West Germany). Every written letter was 

to be read aloud with a prescribed sound (hence the system was known as Iitterae). 

 



This pronunciation was unlike that of anyone's native speech at the time (even in Italy), and 

largely unintelligible to the congregation. It is also the basis of the way that people 

everywhere have been taught to pronounce Latin ever since. Our pronunciation of Latin 

goes back to 800 A.D., but it has no direct link further back to Classical times. A Roman of 

the year dot would have difficulty understanding our pronunciation of his language – and 

also a Frenchman's, Spaniard's, or even Italian's. The Portuguese would astonish him. (But 

then, Portuguese is an astonishing language anyway. Don't let anyone tell you that French is 

far more evolved than any other Romance language. If they do, ask if they've heard 

Portuguese. Or Roumanian.) 

 

The introduction of English-style litterae ('Mediaeval Latin') into France had unlooked-for 

consequences. Whereas previously French-speakers had read written texts aloud in their 

ordinary phonetics, now – in Church, at least – they were trained in the new style. Many 

Germanic-speakers worked in that ninth-century Empire and its Church, and they too 

received this training. As a result, many Germanic-speakers were unable to read texts aloud 

as intelligible French; and if for some reason a writer wanted a Germanic-speaking reader to 

reproduce his text aloud as intelligible Old French (e.g. in an Oath or a song), it was now 

essential to write it for him in a reformed spelling, in which the letter-sound equivalences 

prescribed by Alcuin corresponded to Old French sounds rather than Latin ones (cp. the 

English 'Initial Teaching Alphabet' of the 1970s). 

 

That's why the earliest 'Old French' texts are written in the Germanic border area. The 

'Strasbourg Oaths' were written in 842 for a Germanic-speaker who knew how to read the 

new litterae system but did not know Old French well, so that he could then read the Oath 

aloud according to that system and have a chance of being intelligible to his French 

listeners. This is the phrasebook principle; if you learn Portuguese phrases from a 

phrasebook, you are prompted to speak them by a spelling elaborated as if Portuguese was 

written according to English rules. Obrigado means 'thank you'; to get English-speakers to 

say it more or less right, the phrasebook spells it oo-bree-gah-doo, (The Portuguese find this 

hilarious, of course). Fratrem meant 'brother'; to get King Ludwig to say it more or less right 

at Strasbourg, the elaborator of the Oath spelt it fradre. 

 

The next similar text to survive was also prepared to help Germanic-speakers, in this case to 

sing a religious chant in French (the Cantilene de Sainte Eulalie, from St Amand, near 

Valenciennes, in c. 882). From such beginnings the idea slowly spread of writing more texts 

in such phonetic script. This cannot have been easy at first – ask anyone who has tried to 

write English as pronounced, in the International Phonetic Alphabet – but eventually not 

only France but all the other Romance areas took over the idea. The 'phrasebook' principle 

is also visible in the earliest Spanish 'Romance writing', in this case some marginal notes 

(known as glosses) made, probably for a French visitor, in the Rioja area in c. 1020. 

 



By the end of the thirteenth century each politically separate area (except Roumania) had 

fixed its own new written standard to reinforce its own separate independent cultural 

identity. The conceptual separation of Romance from Latin has thus arrived. 

 

So, here are the answers to some common questions. 

 

1.  Q. When did people stop speaking Latin? 

A. They haven't. 

 

2.  Q. Why did Latin change? 

A. All languages do; we don't know why. 

 

3. Q. Then what is this Latin we learn at school? 

A. That's Latin as reinvented in the Middle Ages. 

 

4.  Q. Isn't Romance Philology incredibly boring? 

A. No, no, it's fascinating. 

 

5.  A. Hasn't this article gone on quite long enough? 

A. Sure has. 
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